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Abstract. Trust and reputation are currently being researched broadly
in multiple disciplines and often considered as main drivers for human’s
actions in many different scenarios. In the multiagent based simula-
tion community, there are still concerns about qualifying and modelling
them with sufficient details and adequateness in the context of decision-
making. Besides, the diversity of application domains requires a method
to combine trust and reputation with other determinants to provide a
more complete picture for the deliberating process in complex systems.
This paper presents a novel solution by applying subjective logic in con-
junction with a modelling framework that utilises Triandis’ Theory of
Interpersonal Behaviour to simulate the modal choices of human individ-
uals as an example. It uses the concept of opinion as a metric to measure
the belief of an agent about the consequence(s) of an action, which can
be updated through feedback. In addition, its consensus rule allows us to
combine relevant opinions of the neighbours to evaluate the reputation
of the target. By performing an experiment set up in the mobility do-
main, we demonstrate the framework ability to capture the ground truth
of a service’s reputation at different simulation scales and highlight the
effects of these concepts on the figure of yearly rail-kilometres travelled.

Keywords: Trust and Reputation · Social simulation · Agent-based
modelling.

1 Introduction

Creating autonomous agents capable of exhibiting human-like behaviours under
uncertainty of complex environment is becoming increasingly relevant in the
simulation research community [12, 21]. One of the most popular methodologies
for this purpose is to utilise trust and reputation to give an idea of the confidence
one can have on the quality of potential cooperation or recommended systems
[17]. However, one of the main concern for using these concepts is transparency
[11], which includes human interpretability and explanations of ontologies in
different application domains. Several models of trust and reputation have been
proposed in the literature, such as those suggested in [10] and [17]. There is still,
however, a lack of research efforts that emphasize on understanding the roles of
them and their relationships with other determinants in human decision-making.
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We aim to provide a framework that can address the matter of limited ex-
pressibility and linking highly abstract concepts with empirical data. It employs
Triandis’ Theory of Interpersonal Behaviour (TIB) [35] to provide a meaning-
ful set of determinants that contribute to decision-making in socio-psychological
research. TIB is a tri-level model that allows users to have the freedom of sep-
arating and highlighting the impacts of different psychological concepts to in-
dividuals and their society. To represent trust and reputation, we incorporate
subjective logic to measure personal beliefs about available modal choices pre-
sented to the agent. Using feedback(s) from the environment, an agent has the
capability to evolve its decision-making process over time depending on personal
experiences and opinions from neighbours in its network.

The structure of this paper is as followed: We first consider some of the related
projects that model trust and reputation at the individual level (Section 2). It
is followed by a specification of our architecture, which contains the functions
to calculate subjective probability and utility for each available options. Next, a
case study of the implementation platform - BedDeM - is described in Section 4.
Its main purpose is reproducing the collective ground truth of reputation for the
rail services in both regional and national level and evaluating the impacts of it
on the number of kilometres travelled. We then conclude our work and suggest
further researching directions in Section 5.

2 Related Work

The state-of-the-art in agent’s modal choice has been previously discussed in our
papers [24, 25]. This study focuses on the individual-level trust and reputation
models for agent-based simulation purposes. One of the common approaches is
for the agent to interact and study their behaviour patterns over a number of
encounters, i.e learning models. In this case, the outcome of direct interaction is
the measurement of trust. Another method involves the agent asking its network
about their perceptions of the target(s), i.e reputation models. The final category
is socio-cognitive models, which concerns with forming coherent beliefs about
different characteristics of the partner(s) and reasoning about these beliefs to
decide how much trust should one put in them.

2.1 Learning models

The most common example to demonstrate the evolution of trust or cooperation
over multiple interactions is Axelrod’s tournaments around Prisoner’s Dilemma
[3]. By allowing agents to adapt and evolve their relationship using the cooper-
ation strategy over multiple interactions, Wu et al. [38] showed that trust can
actually emerge between them. Their model, however, does not take into account
the fact that there might be some utility loss in short-term evaluation. Sen et
al. [31] demonstrated how reciprocity can emerge when the agent learns to pre-
dict the future benefits of cooperation. In case the number of interactions does
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not allow trust to be built, Mukhejee et al. [23] showed how trust can be ac-
quired through mutually learning. In addition, Birk’s learning method [6] allows
agents to cooperate in a non-competitive environment. However, all of the mod-
els above assume complete information for the multi-agent learning algorithms
to work and their results can only be obtained under very strict assumptions.

To become more realistic, the agent needs a way to evaluate how the tar-
get’s action affect its goals using the data gathered through their interactions.
Thus, many trust metrics have been derived. In the context of trading networks,
Witkowski et al. [37] proposed a model; in which the trust for a partner is cal-
culated through equations based on their past interactions and its update vary
depending on the type of agent. Other models consider the quality of agents
to be a bi-state value (good/bad), such as those of Scillo et al. [30], Mui et al.
[22] and Sen and Sajja [32]. For open distributed systems that contain a richer
set of outcomes, the REGRET model, which is developed by Sabater et al. [29],
attributes some fuzziness to the notion of performance. Its evaluation of trust is
not only based on an agent’s direct perception of its partner’s reliability but also
their behaviours with others in the system. However, this can imply a number
of problems if the information perceived by the agent is wrong or incomplete.

2.2 Reputation models

In this subsection, we consider the reputation, which is mainly derived from an
aggregation of opinions from members of a community about one individual.
Yu et al. [40] use the concept of referrals, which are represented by pointers to
other sources of information, similar to links on a Website. In this context, they
show how the agent can explore a network using referrals gathered from their
neighbours to gradually build up a model of its network. The representation of
social networks was extended by the work of Schillo et al. [30]. They annotate
the nodes with characteristics, such as honesty and altruism, which can then
be used to deduce the trustworthiness of witnesses when calculating the reputa-
tion of potential partners. Higher-level concepts (e.g. group and neighbours) are
utilised in [29, 40] to related the closeness with the reliability of the witnesses.
Nevertheless, all of the models above share the assumption that witness share
information freely (i.e. without any cost or personal agenda).

Another popular methodology is aggregating ratings, whose applications
come from mostly online communities. A typical example is eBay peer-to-peer
rating system [33]. It can however, be unreliable when the users do not return
any ratings or sellers try to manipulate the result to build their reputation. The
model developed in [41] to deal with the absence of data using referrals and
Dempster Shafter’s Theory of evidence [39]. It treats the lack of belief as to the
state of uncertainty and allows the combination of beliefs obtained from vari-
ous sources. The models in [30, 32] extended this work and demonstrated how
agents cope with lying witness through learning rather than attributing subjec-
tive probability. Another method from Sabater et al. (i.e. REGRET system) [29]
adopts the view from sociology to allow realism in term of ontological dimension.
The reputation value in which is a weighted sum of subjective impressions from
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direct interactions, its group’s impression of the target, its group’s impression on
the target’s group and the agent’s impression on the opponent’s group. Despite
that, REGRET does not handle the problem of a lying agent, i.e. ratings are
not obtained in competitive environments but a more cooperative setup.

2.3 Socio-cognitive models

The methods from previous sections are based on an assessment of the outcomes
of interactions. At the same time, it is also important to consider the subjective
perception of an individual on the indirect interaction to enable a more com-
prehensive analysis of characteristics of the potential partner [16]. The line of
works in this respect was initialised by the work of Castelfranchi and Falcone [8,
9, 14], especially for the Belief-Desire-Intention agent architecture. It is strongly
motived by human behaviours, which are not always rational. Another strategy
of this type is from Brainov and Sandholm [7], which supports the need to model
an opponent’s trust with a rational approach.

Socio-cognitive modelling research is still in its early stage. Thus, these mod-
els mentioned above are often criticised for the lack of grounding in the rational
mechanisms [28] which learning and reputation models provide. They could also
exploit the assessment performed by the other model types by taking into ac-
count learning strategy over multiple interactions, the reputation of potential
partners and their motivations and abilities regarding the interactions. How-
ever, it can be computationally expensive to allow social agents to reason about
all the factors affecting their trust in others. Moreover, these agents are limited
in their capacity to gather information from various sources that populate their
environment [28].

3 Agent decision-making architecture

In this paper, we propose a socio-cognitive agent architecture that can capture
the roles of trust and reputation in decision-making. The first subsection illus-
trates how these concepts are being modeled using the subjective logic method-
ology. It is followed by the description of the decision-making mechanism, which
implements the Triandis’ Theory of Interpersonal Behavior to derive utility val-
ues for a set of alternatives options. Finally, we provide an overview of our agent
architecture framework.

3.1 Modelling trust and reputation

A fundamental aspect of the human condition is that nobody can determine with
absolute certainty whether a preposition about the world is true or false. Thus,
whenever a statement is assessed, it should be done under the view of an indi-
vidual and not to be represented in a general and objective belief [19]. Reviews
from [5] and [18] provide good examples of how standard logic and probabilistic
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logic are designed for an idealised world, where these important aspects are often
not considered and conclusions have to be drawn from insufficient evidence.

In this study, we follow framework proposed by Jøsang et al. [20] on subjective
logic. It presents a specific calculus that uses a metric called opinion to express
our subjective beliefs about the world. An opinion, denoted as ωA

x = (b, d, u, a),
indicates the party A’s belief in the statement x. In this case, b, d and u represents
belief, disbelief and uncertainty respectively, where b + d + u = 1 and b, d, u ∈
[0, 1]. All set of possible opinions can mapped into a point inside an equal-sided
triangle in Figure 1.

Fig. 1: The opinion-space trust model / opinion triangle [20]

The base rate parameter, a ∈ [0, 1], determines how uncertainty shall con-
tribute to the probability expectation value:

E(ωA
x ) = b + au (1)

In the binary event space (i.e. where there are only two possible outcomes -
success or failure), subjective logic allows us to build an opinion from a set of
evidences about x using the following equation:

ωx =


bx = r

r+s+W

dx = s
r+s+W

ux = W
r+s+W

ax = base rate x

(2)

where r is the number of positive evidences about x, s is the number of
negative evidences about x, W is the non-informative prior weight, also called a
unit of evidence, normally set to 2 and the default value of base rate a is usually
set at 1/2. In the case of no prior experience with the target, agent A’s opinion
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of x is set as ωA
x = (0, 0, 1, 1/2). Therefore, its probability expectation value is

E(ωA
x ) = 1/2.

We model reputation in this case using the consensus rule of independent
opinions A and B:

ωAB
x = ωA

x ⊕ ωB
x =


bAB
x =

bAx uB
x +bBx uA

x

k

dAB
x =

dA
x uB

x +dB
x uA

x

k

uAB
x =

uA
x uB

x

k

aAB
x =

aA
x uB

x +aB
x uA

x −(aA
x +aB

x )uA
x uB

x

uA
x +uB

x −WuA
x uB

x

(3)

where k = uA
x + uB

x − uA
x u

B
x .

3.2 Utility function

In order to create a system that can mimic the function of a human network,
the first question to address is how to model our behaviours. In psychology, dif-
ferent theories in the school of cognitive model describe this process, e.g. Ajzen
and Fishbein’s Theory of Reasoned Action [15] and Ajzen’s (1991) Theory of
Planned Behaviour [1], etc. We decide to implement Triandis’ Theory of Inter-
personal Behaviour (TIB) [35] due to its inclusion of a more comprehensive set of
determinants and the ability to combine these to form a complete picture of hu-
man decision-making. This set is also flexible enough to reflect other behaviour
theories by exchanging the determinants and/or assigning weights to mark their
contribution to the agent’s reasoning process. Figure 2 shows a tree-structure
representation of the main determinants in TIB.

Fig. 2: Triandis’ tri-level model [35]

Triandis suggests that one of the main factor to determine intention of an
act is the value of perceived consequences, C, depending on the sum of the
products of the subjective probability that a particular consequence will follow
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a behaviour (Pc) and the value of (or affect attached to) that consequence (Vc)
(see page 16 [35]). Thus, the equation for expected utility of C is as followed:

EUc =

n∑
i=1

(PciVci) (4)

where n is the number of consequences that a subject perceives as likely to
follow a particular behaviour. The Pci value can be derived from the Equation
1, i.e. Pci = E(ωci).

Fig. 3: Agent decision-making mechanism with TIB Module

A full decision-making cycle with TIB Module is illustrated in Figure 3. An
agent first selects an isolated decision-making task from the list that is sequen-
tially executed. Its personal desire/goal is then combined with means provided
by the external environment to generate a set of possible propositions/options.
For all determinants (d), each option (opt) is given a utility value which comes
from comparing its property with other’s (Ud(opt)). In the first level, this value
can be in the form of a real numerical system (for determinants such as price or
time) or ranking function (for determinants such as emotion). Either of which
can be calculated from empirical data (e.g. census, survey) or calibrated with
expert’s knowledge and stakeholders’ assessment. The results for these determi-
nants are then normalized and multiplied with an associated weight (called wd);
the sum of which becomes the referenced value for the option in the next level.
This process is captured in the following equation:

EUd(opt) =

A∑
a=1

(EUa(opt) ∗ wa/(

O∑
o=1

EUa(o)) (5)

where EUd(opt) is the utility value of an option (opt) at determinant d. A
is the set of all ancestors of d (i.e. determinants connects with d in the previous
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level). O is the set of all available options. w(a) is the weight of ancestor a. In
this case, the weight represents the importance of a decision-making determinant
compare to others at the same level and emphasizes on the heterogeneity of
individuals. It also allows the modeler to express a certain theory by cutting
determinants (i.e. setting their values to 0) that are not relevant to a case study.
The combination process then continues until it reaches the behavior output list;
the utility value of which can be translated to the probabilities that an agent
will perform that option. If the agent is assumed to be deterministic, it picks the
option that is correlated to the highest or lowest utility depending on modeler’s
assumptions.

In our framework, the utility function of determinant Consequences is an
exception case which follows Equation 4. In addition, the expected value of
determinant Norm can be derived from the probability expectation value of the
collective opinion formed by the consensus rule (see Equation 1 and Equation
3). In Section 4, we focus on a simplified binary event space, i.e. an action has
two outcomes - success or failure. More complex scenarios could be considered
in the future by extending the result space to multiple dimensions (e.g. time,
cost, satisfaction).

A running example in mobility domain can be seen in Figure 4. EU in this
case is a cost function, i.e. option that has smaller value is referred. We as-
sume that an agent has access to 3 options: walking, using car or taking train.
It expects a car journey would take around 0.2 hours for good traffic, which
is believed to be 80% chance. A late car drive would take up to 0.5 hour. Us-
ing subjective logic Equation 4, we have EUTime(car) = 0.2 * 80% + 0.5 *
20% ≈ 0.26. Similarly, EUTime(train) ≈ 0.55 and EUTime(walking) ≈ 1. Their
total value,

∑
EUTime, is 1.81. For non-measurable value such as Norm, the

agent uses the concept of reputation to rank the options: EUNorm(train) = 1,
EUNorm(car) = 2, EUNorm(walking) = 3 (best to worst); the sum of which is
6. If wTime and wNorm are 7 and 3 respectively, the new expected value in next
level (EUAttitude) of walking would be 1/1.81*7 + 3/6*3 ≈ 5.37, train would be
0.55/1.81*7+1/6*3 ≈ 2,63 and car would be 0.26/1.81*7+2/6*3 ≈ 2.0. Hence,
according to determinant Attitude, car would have the highest chance to be
picked for this agent, followed by train and walking.

3.3 An Overview

An agent’s main components and their functions are illustrated in Figure 5.
When a task is assigned, the Perception observes the current state of the envi-
ronment, other’s opinions and combines them with the agent’s internal state to
produce a list of available options. They are given to the Decision-making unit
to be evaluated using the functions (or preferences) from the Memory. Details
of this process are described in Section 3.2. The Communication component
then utilises this result to create a behaviour output and communicate this with
the environment and others. A social agent can also have different objectives to
achieve (e.g. influence others’ decisions and/or promote a certain action), which
might affect the outcome action and their opinions. The environment can then
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Fig. 4: An utility example in mobility domain 1

provide feedback(s) based on the numbers of demands and nature of the system
associated with the action. Agent remembers these past results in the Memory,
which can then be used to modify the probability of expected values in future
decision-making as described in Section 3.1.

Fig. 5: Overview of agent’s architecture

4 Experiment

This section focus on the usage of a platform called BedDeM to perform some
experimentation regarding the effects of trust and reputation in mobility modal
choices. It is being developed in Java based on the Repast library with the main
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purpose to generate yearly demands at the individual household level for the pop-
ulation of Switzerland. It is worth noticing that BedDeM is not a routing model
and hence, agents only take feedback from the environment as the indication on
whether a trip is either a success or a failure. More details of its main functions
are described in the next subsection, which is followed by the current empirical
mapping. We then consider some testing scenarios that highlight the effects of
trust and reputation in mobility modal choices. The final subsection provides
some discussion on the competency of BedDeM as a trust and reputation model
and suggests some extensions for future development.

4.1 The Behaviour-driven Demand Model (BedDeM)

As shown in Figure 6, BedDeM consists of two processes. In the configuration
phase, we applied cluster analysis on the Swiss Household Energy Demand Sur-
vey (SHEDS) [36] and the Mobility and Transport Micro-census (MTMC) [2]
to generate the mobility profiles. This process is detailed in [4]. A number of
random respondents from the surveys that matched these clusters are selected
to generate a synthetic agent population for simulation.

Fig. 6: Agent decision-making mechanism with TIB Module

These data are then passed to a controller in the simulation stage. Each agent
contains a mapping of qualitative data in SHEDS to all TIB’s determinants,
which is calibrated to reproduce the traveling patterns for in MTMC of 2015.
A sample of the first level determinants is included in Figure 6. More details of
the data mapping and agent’s parameters calibration can be found in [25]. An
agent represents a typical household in Switzerland and is assigned a weight-to-
universe number so that the end results can be scaled back to the national level.
Agents from the same cluster are considered neighbors when the reputation of
a service needs to be calculated. Depend on the availability of transportation
systems, the set of options in decision-making often consists of rail, bus, tram,
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car, walking, biking. The agents are then assigned to their respective regions,
which contain information about the available public transportation and can be
used to reflect the dynamic change in mobility infrastructure (e.g. traffic jams,
available public transport) with regard to the simulating time. Each region also
has a mechanism to provide feedback after receiving an action as the result of
the agent’s decision-making (see Section 4.2).

4.2 Setup

The purpose of this experiment is to investigate the effect of a public trans-
portation’s reputation to its demand, which is measured in yearly total kilome-
ters travelled. The reputation in this case represented by a constant percentage,
(ground truth value), i.e. punctuality. When the agent performs an action, a
different percentage is randomly generated. If its value under the ground truth,
the region will output a successful signal to the agent and vice versa. These
consequences are connected with the duration of a trip for the agent. Successful
feedback means the agent has performed the trip within its time estimation. In
contrast, a failure message from the region means running time should be dou-
ble for this trip. These information are taken into account in the next agent’s
decision-making as explained in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. After decisions of all
agents have been made, the region computes the new reputation of the service
by joining its residents’ opinions using consensus rule (see Equation 3), while
ignoring all empty opinions. Currently, the agents do not have the ability to lie
about their opinions and thus, the reputation reflects collective perception about
the punctuality of a service. The national level reputation of a service is simply
the combination of all regional reputation by also utilizing the consensus rule.

In this study, we focus on changing the successful rate of the rail service
operated mainly by Swiss Federal Railways . On one hand, punctuality is an
important determinant of quality of service [13] and in turn, affect the yearly
demand. Conversely, other determinants (e.g. speed of trains, average fare per
km and safety) can also contribute to the customer’s perception about the per-
formance index [13]. Hence, the rail service provides an excellent testing ground
to observe the contribution and effects of trust, reputation along with other
socio-psychological determinants in the agent’s decision-making process.

A summary of the setup for the experiment can also be found in Table 1. We
can divide them into five main categories, whose details are as follow:

– Perfect world scenario: The successful rate of all trips is kept at 100%. This
setup is similar to what has been done previously in [25]. Therefore, we expect
that there’s almost no uncertainty in the agent trust. This can act as a base
to compare the effects of trust and reputation when they are implemented
in later settings.

– Real world scenario: According to [27], around 87.8% of total trips were
punctual in 2015, which is the year we calibrated our agents in [25]. We
assign this number to all regional rail trips’ successfully rate.
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– Agents starting with low or high expectation scenario: The initial value of
the probability expectation for an option x, E(ωx), will be set at either 0 or
1, instead of 1/2 as suggested in Section 3.1. The punctuality of rail service
is still kept at 87.8%.

– Regional disruption scenarios: The punctuality of rail service at a single
region is set at 25%. Otherwise, it is similar to the real-world case, i.e.
87.8%. These structures can be used to test the effect of disruption at one
single region to the figures of other regions and the national level.

Table 1: Collective ground truth / Punctuality (measured in percentage) of rail
service in individual region for different testing scenarios

Scenario Region 1 Region 2 ... Region 26

Perfect world 100 100 ... 100
Real world 87.8 87.8 ... 87.8
High expectation 87.8 87.8 ... 87.8
Low expectation 87.8 87.8 ... 87.8
Disrupt in Region 1 25 87.8 ... 87.8
Disrupt in Region 2 87.8 25 ... 87.8
... ... ... ... ...
Disrupt Region 26 87.8 87.8 ... 25

4.3 Results

As the model contains an element of randomness, we perform 100 simulations
for each scenario and compute the averages. Table 2 shows the reputation in the
percentage of the rail service at the national level and three representative regions
1, 24 and 18. They are the highest, mid point and lowest in term of kilometres
demand in the perfect world scenario. Other disruptive scenarios follow the same
pattern as these representatives.

Reputation: In essence, reputation measures at the national level and regions
that has large train usage (e.g. Region 1) are nearly the same as the ground truth.
The lower overall kilometres travelled by agents, the less accurate cumulative
reputation of the whole region. This can be seen in the figures of Region 18.
When a disruption happens at a single region, the rail’s reputation converse to
the ground truth. Despite that, we observe no notable change in the national
figures. Except for the disruptive regions, other regional figures also show no
significant difference. This indicates the inter-connections between agents from
separate regions are weak or limited; and therefore, the effects of interference
cannot spread.
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Table 2: Result of reputation (measured in percentage) and total demand (mea-
sured in kilometres travelled) of rail service at the national level and three rep-
resentative regions

Scenario Reputation (percentage) Total demand (106km)

N R 1 R 24 R 18 N R 1 R 24 R 18

Perfect world 99.6 99.9 99.4 95.7 9081.588 3114.568 104.632 0.173
Real world 86.3 89.0 87.8 83.0 8958.592 3112.998 104.632 0.173
High expectation 87.7 87.6 82.5 84.8 16000.392 5002.029 142.432 97.759
Low expectation 85.2 87.3 86.5 74.5 8878.993 3105.089 104.632 0.173
Disrupt Region 1 85.2 25.7 88.2 86.5 8865.848 3105.089 98.867 0.173
Disrupt Region 24 87.4 88.5 22.0 95.7 8937.483 3112.998 102.267 0.173
Disrupt Region 18 86.5 86.7 88.3 12.8 8947.010 3112.178 103.876 0.173

Total rail-kilometers: By implementing a lower percentage of trust and rep-
utation in the real world setup, we observe a significant decrease in usage at the
national level and major regions (e.g. Region 1). Having agents starting with
high probability expectation affects the overall kilometres travelled, with the
national figures almost doubled and high increases in all regions. Conversely,
agents starting with low expectation cause a small drop in both national and
Region 1’s total kilometers. The demand at Region 24 and 18 however, do not
exhibit any sizable changes in this scenario. As trust and reputation are only
a subset of determinants in Triandis’ Theory, these observations signify that
agents have taken into account not only the probability expectation values but
also other environmental difference.

There is no extensive impact on the national figures in the disruptive cases
compare to the real world scenario. The reduction is noticeable when the disrup-
tion happens on the regions that have large demand where punctuation is the
key issue there (e.g. Zurich, Geneva). In contrast, the interference does not make
any substantial changes to the regions that originally have a small consumption
number (i.e. Region 18) since the train is the only available option for these
particular residents.

4.4 Discussion

The current preliminary results show that the reputation of the rail system in the
agents’ opinions can reflect the ground truth in the setup. As seen in the exper-
iment result, the current mobility model is capable of showing the difference in
reputation at two separate levels - regional and national. It suggests a throughout
investigation at different angles is needed when a change happens (e.g. disrup-
tion, new services and policies). Realistic scenarios with more interference at a
variety of scales can also be set up similarly. In addition, the experiment indi-
cates that trust and reputation are two of the many determinants in the agent’s
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decision-making; and thus, there are differences when comparing the change in
total kilometres demands at the regional level in the high/low expectation and
disruptive cases. By changing their weights in Utility Function (see Section 3.2),
we also have the opportunity to further explore and compare their contribution
to the agent’s decision-making from a micro-level perspective.

There are some limitations in the model that needed to be considered in the
future development stage. Firstly, it assumes that the punctuality of the rail
service is static for the duration of the simulation. Using more up-to-date data
from online sources such as [34], the traffic rate can be adapted dynamically
based on the time of the simulation. Punctuality of other available options (e.g.
car, bus, tram) is also an essential feature in order to reflect the transition in total
demand more accurate. Another approach involves utilising subjective logic on
groups of determinants in TIB to derive more sets of complex outcome scenarios
for simulation purpose.

5 Conclusion

Our main contribution in this paper is the development and implementation of
a novel concept using subjective logic to represent trust and reputation elements
in a decision-making framework that utilises Triandis’ Theory of Interpersonal
Behaviour. Its main purpose is to provide a way to incorporate empirical data
in the simulation process and make use of the variety in psychological ontolo-
gies to produce a more transparent explanation for social phenomena. Subse-
quently, this has the potential to facilitate the engagement of psychologists, so-
ciologists, economists and the general public with multiagent modelling projects.
We demonstrate the framework practicality by performing experiments aiming
at replicating the punctuality of rail service and observing the effect of trust and
reputation to the number of kilometres travelled. Although there are still some
limitations, the initial results show that the model is fundamentally capable of
archiving those targets.

This trust and reputation modelling framework can be further extended by
allowing the usage of multinomial and hyper opinions in subjective logic [20].
In other words, the agent can consider the probabilities of the different possi-
ble outcomes that are formed by a set of independent determinants (e.g. price,
time). Another direction would be to utilise fuzzy logic [26] to exam data in sur-
veys and classify the quality of a trip as either success or failure, especially for
qualitative determinants (e.g. emotion, self-concept). Using geographical statis-
tics can also allow us to observe how physical proximity, the layout of regions
and other environmental elements can hinder or facilitate interaction and in-
terdependence among social groups. Since Norm is incorporated in the agent’s
decision-making (see Section 3.2), another potential direction is investigating on
how to integrate moral preferences in the agent’s reasoning. In addition, we also
aim to use the framework to address the issues in trusted Artificial Intelligent
and trust modelling as stated in [11], especially emphasis on creating support for
interoperability and employ domain-specific ontologies in simulation research.
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